Cooper Lighting Solutions Introduces New 1200W Low-Voltage Power Module to
Industry-Leading WaveLinx Wireless System

PEACHTREE CITY, GA (May 18, 2021) – Cooper Lighting Solutions, a business unit of Signify,
has announced the addition of a new 1200W Low-Voltage Power Module to its market-leading
WaveLinx Wireless system. With the introduction of the module, WaveLinx now features a
hybrid solution that combines the benefits of both wireless connected lighting technology with a
class 2 low-voltage microgrid. The new power module was designed to solve real-world
challenges within the electrical contractor community.
“With wages in the construction industry outpacing the inflation rate and the increase of wiring
costs, electrical contractors are looking for solutions to get the job done faster and at a lower
cost,” said Eric Jerger, VP of Indoor Lighting and Connected Systems. “The module simplifies
the design and installation of lighting systems by combining the benefits of click-n-go class 2
wiring for luminaires and wireless communication for controls. This combination can significantly
reduce installation time and installed project cost in applications like schools, offices, and
healthcare facilities.”
Each power module is capable of supporting dozens of low-voltage luminaires across one or
multiple rooms. The cable providing low-voltage power also provides individually addressable
luminaire communication. The module is fully integrated with the WaveLinx system, enabling
contractors to use WaveLinx wireless accessories (sensors, keypads, receptacles) to complete
their code-compliant lighting system and use Cooper Lighting’s award-winning WaveLinx Mobile
App to program the system.
Cooper Lighting low-voltage luminaires are shipped with or without the WaveLinx integrated
sensor. The data generated by low-voltage luminaires can be shared with Trellix, Cooper
Lighting’s Smart Spaces platform, and other third-party systems to enable value-added
applications.
WaveLinx wireless installations manage more than 40 million square feet today. The addition of
low-voltage capabilities is expected to accelerate the growth of the WaveLinx footprint as a
more economical alternative to both traditional wiring and Power over Ethernet (PoE)
installations.
For more information, please visit cooperlighting.com.
About Cooper Lighting Solutions
Cooper Lighting Solutions delivers forward-thinking lighting solutions and an industry-leading
portfolio of indoor and outdoor lighting, lighting controls and smart lighting systems that improve
people’s well-being, while making buildings, homes and cities smarter and more sustainable.
These solutions are specifically designed to simplify and personalize lighting, solve complex
business challenges and leverage data insights to meet the unique needs of our customers.
Cooper Lighting Solutions is a business unit of Signify, the world leader in lighting, and seeks to
-more-

unlock the extraordinary potential of light for brighter lives and a better world. For more
information, visit cooperlighting.com.
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